
DVD+R Dual Layer 8.5GB 
FalconMedia Premium Line products offer the most reliable storage solution, designed and manufactured to match all professional user 
requirements.The product mix covers the needs of the professional and addresses the  demanding applications in the fields of              
duplication, mastering and corporate.
DVD+R DL 8.5GB manufactured by FTI and branded exclusively under FalconMedia, continues to set the standard for high speed disc 
performance, reliability, and compatibility. FalconMedia DVD+R DL features tighter specifications than the standards given by the 
relevant standardisation bodies.
FalconMedia Premium Line DVD+R DL delivers expanded 8.5GB of storage capacity, supporting high speed recording at 8x, which 
allows the user to record massive amounts of data in just a few minutes, while maintaining compatibility with most DVD video players 
and DVD-ROM drives. FalconMedia  DVD+R DL comes with a wide sputtered surface. It is available in a variety of  professional printa-
ble surfaces and packaging options.
FalconMedia offers one of the best rated recordable DVD dual layer in the market, ensuring better compatibility with writers and    
recorders. This results in higher recording quality, thus ensuring a longer archival lifetime and better readability.

www.falconrak.com
© 2017 Falcon Technologies Int. All rights reserved. All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned here in are the property of
their respective companies.

•   Professional Grade
•   Excellent compatibility
•   2P manufacturing process

•   Licensed Japanese MID code
•   Lowest error rates in the market
•   Premium OEM Japanese materials

30 Years
Estimated shelf life under
office condition

Characteristics

2.4x~8x

8.5GB

240 min Video in standard play mode

Dual Layer

Photo polymerization ”2P”

Write-once

AZO

MKM 003

Silver/ Silver Alloy
Wide Sputter 24-118mm

N/A

Recording Speed

Storage Capacity

Recording Time

Layer

Manufacturing process

Recording Layer 

Recording Type 

Hard Coat

MID Code 

Reflective layer/mask

All Inkjet Printers

All Inkjet Printers

Thermal printers color system and monochrome

Printable options Printing system

Smart White

Smart Guard 

Thermal White

Thermal printers monochrome 
Rimage prism, Offset printersBlank Shiny

BACKTOP

 QTY per carton

50 PK Cake BoxEU 300 pcs 

50 PK Cake BoxUS 300 pcs  

QTY per pallet

14,400pcs 

19,200pcs 

Region Packaging Options
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FalconMedia Premium Line products offer the most reliable storage solution, designed and manufactured to match all professional user 
requirements.The product mix covers the needs of the professional and addresses the  demanding applications in the fields of             
duplication, mastering and corporate.
DVD-R DL 8.5GB manufactured by FTI and branded exclusively under FalconMedia, continues to set the standard for high speed disc 
performance, reliability, and compatibility. FalconMedia DVD-R DL features tighter specifications than the standards given by the 
relevant standardisation bodies.
FalconMedia Premium Line DVD-R DL delivers expanded 8.5GB of storage capacity, supporting high speed recording at 8x, which 
allows the user to record massive amounts of data in just a few minutes, while maintaining compatibility with most DVD video players 
and DVD-ROM drives. FalconMedia  DVD-R DL comes with a wide sputtered surface. It is available in a variety of  professional        
printable surfaces and packaging options.
FalconMedia Premium Line - offers one of the best rated recordable DVD dual layer in the market, ensuring better compatibility with 
writers and recorders. This results in higher recording quality, thus ensuring a longer archival lifetime and better readability.
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